
Corrour Old Lodge – Was it really an Isolation Hospital? 
(A Summary) 

 
Corrour Old Lodge, high on Rannoch Moor, is now a ruin.  Vacated in 1897, when Sir John Stirling 
Maxwell built the second lodge at Loch Ossian, it is reputed to have been used since then as an 
isolation hospital, before being de-roofed in the 1930s.  Several books printed since 1984 repeat this.  
But contemporary documentary proof seems lacking.   Is it merely a myth, and if so, how did it arise? 
 
It was uninhabited in 1901, and probably de-roofed no later than 1905 to avoid payment of taxes.  To 
date no photographs of the ruins earlier than 1986 have been located.   A detailed history of the estate 
published in 1998 makes no mention of the story. 
 
In the years before and during the Great War, there was a problem nursing cases of progressive or  
incurable pulmonary tuberculosis in remote areas.   In Inverness-shire mainly, and Lochaber in 
particular, one solution was either the provision of an inexpensive shelter outside a patient’s home, to 
permit ‘open-air‘ treatment, as well as care by his relatives, or the erection of a pre-fabricated two-
ward hut, with a nurse’s room and kitchen, should a nurse’s care be required. 
 
It is suggested that one of  the latter might well have been sited near the Old Lodge, or one of either 
type near one of the other inhabited cottages on the estate.  A commission in 1920 recorded that by 
1917 many of the pre-fabricated huts were becoming derelict. It is submitted that one of these huts, 
rather than the Old Lodge itself, may over the years have come to be known as a ‘hospital’; further, 
that it was such a hut which lost its roof ‘in the 1930s’, whereas the Old Lodge lost its roof by 1905.  
 
Any further information would be welcomed, as would any photographs of Corrour Old Lodge taken 
between 1890 and 1980. 
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